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+19054957156 - https://www.swisschalet.com/

Here you can find the menu of Harvey's / Swiss Chalet in Brampton. At the moment, there are 19 courses and
drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What Bianca Hackl likes about Harvey's

/ Swiss Chalet:
I usually don’t write reviews but I came here last night with my husband and kids and the hostess Vanessa was

very welcoming, nice and really started and ended our night amazing. She had told us about specials and asked
how our experience was after. Our server was Linda she was very kind and attentive. Overall we will definitely be
coming back. read more. The restaurant also offers the possibility to sit outside and have something in pleasant
weather, And into the accessible spaces also come guests with wheelchairs or physiological disabilities. What

BillMc doesn't like about Harvey's / Swiss Chalet:
Order food for delivery and got the wrong order. Called Swiss Chalet and was put on hold for 15 minutes. Our
order was eventually resent leaving us waiting for two hours! Not happy. Asked for some compensation for this
crappy service and we were told we would have to wait for the manager of the store to decide if and what that

would be. Seriously, you need to call the local store and find a manager? Wake up Swiss Cha... read more.
Beyond the mountains, in Switzerland it's also about a decent and crusty portion of Rösti or a delicious fondue -
with or without cheese that you can enjoy at Harvey's / Swiss Chalet, Naturally, you can't miss out on the fine
burgers, which are accompanied by sides like fries, salads, or wedges served. The traditional Canadian menus
are also liked by the visitors of the Harvey's / Swiss Chalet, You'll find scrumptious South American menus also

in the menu.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

10 m�� popular
ORIGINAL

Mai� course�
RIBS

Sid� dishe�
ONION RINGS

Starter� & Salad�
FRIES

Chicke�
CRISPY CHICKEN

�ngerfoo�
ZWIEBELRINGE

India�
CHAI TEA MIXTURE

Drink�
DRINKS

Sauce�
SAUCE

Breakfas� - Shmear Flavor�
REGULAR

Mea� &amp; Ri�
HALF CHICKEN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

BURGER

BREAD

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

SHRIMP

SHRIMP

ONION
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